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XML is a markup language like HTML, but was designed to carry data and not to display data. XML
is used widely in web development and enterprise applications due to its ability to store and
transport data between different applications. It can be used to transfer data even between the
programs written in two different languages. Another added advantage of XML is that you can XML
documents can be created and edited using a simple text-editor like notepad.

Why you require XML editor?

Notepad can be used to edit XML documents, but when you start working with more complex XML
document creation and editing you will find it difficult to edit XML documents without help. Since,
notepad is not designed specifically for editing XML documents; it will not assist you with creating
and editing XML documents.

XML editor is designed specifically for editing XML documents and incorporates a wide range of
flexible features that allows easy editing options and proper assistance while editing.

XML is an important technology and used in a wide range of applications including web searching,
web publishing, XML schema, WSDL, RDF, SMIL and many other applications. Hence, it is
important to make use of advanced XML editors that can help you to create error-free XML
documents with ease.

Importance of XML editor:

- Most importantly, XML editors help you to create error-free XML documents using its enhanced
auto correct features

- They can help you to stick to a valid XML structure

- XML editors usually have facilities like word completion, menus and buttons to perform XML file
editing fast and accurate.

- They have the ability to validate a document against its DTD or schema

- Advanced editors can validate the documents even when the document is being edited in the real
time

- Adds closing tags to opening tags automatically

- They also allow the user to run an XSLT transform, or series of transforms over a document

- It can show XML syntax each in specific colors

These are some important features that pinpoint the importance of XML editors. You can also find
XML editors that are designed for specific operations such as graphical editing and textual editing.
Graphical XML editors have advanced features that allow it to hide the XML code and display the
content to the user in a user-friendly format.

Nowadays, XML editors are available with a wide range of features including XML spell checker,
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code folding, project window, XML generator, XML grid view and much more to simplify the editing
process and maximize its accuracy. So, when you are looking for XML editor, you need to check out
its features to identify the right one for your needs.
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